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Value added in manufacturing grew by a few per cent in
2016
According to Statistics Finland’s preliminary data, the total value added of output for manufacturing
(TOL C) establishments was EUR 27 billion in 2016. It grew by two per cent from the previous
year. The development of value added varied much between different industries of manufacturing.
The growth was most significant in the chemical industry.

Value added in manufacturing EUR mil. in 2016*

* Preliminary data

The metal industry is the biggest sector of manufacturing. Its share of the number of establishments,
employees and value added of output was one half in the whole country. In the regions, the share of the
metal industry in manufacturing varied between 19 and 74 per cent.

Quoting is encouraged provided Statistics Finland is acknowledged as the source.Helsinki 29.9.2017
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The combined gross value of output for manufacturing (TOL C) establishments was EUR 104 billion in
2016. It was nearly the same as one year earlier.

The value added measures the total value added produced by the various factors of production in an
establishment’s actual operating activities. The value added is calculated by deducting the costs of operating
activities from the income from the activities. Costs exclude the costs related to the establishment's
personnel.

The regional statistics on entrepreneurial activity describe the activity of establishments of enterprises
operating in Finland by industry and region. The preliminary statistics cover the industries of manufacturing.
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Share of the metal industry in the region’s manufacturing in 2016*

MetalManufacturing (TOL C)Metal (TOL 24-30, 33)Region

Share %EUR mil.EUR mil.

74145108Kainuu

671 6881 132North Ostrobothnia

63844529Lapland

61522319North Karelia

58450262Central Ostrobothnia

58791459Kanta-Häme

581 433831Ostrobothnia

541 518824Satakunta

537 3383 905Uusimaa

53803423South Ostrobothnia

482 7671 335Pirkanmaa

48821396Pohjois-Savo

471 386645Central Finland

432 7721 180Varsinais-Suomi

40995399Päijät-Häme

34496169Etelä-Savo

30914270Kymenlaakso

226514Åland

191 002186South Karelia

18163Unknown

5026 76413 389Total

* Preliminary data1)
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